The most widely used generic-programming system in the Haskell community, Scrap Your Boilerplate (SYB), also happens to be one of the slowest. Generic traversals in SYB are often an order of magnitude slower than equivalent handwritten, non-generic traversals. Thus while SYB allows the concise expression of many traversals, its use incurs a significant runtime cost. Existing techniques for optimizing other generic-programming systems are not able to eliminate this overhead.
Introduction 1
Scrap Your Boilerplate (SYB) (Lämmel and Peyton Jones, 2003, 2004 ) is 2 one of the oldest and most widely used systems for generic programming in For presentation purposes, we abbreviate as e the following expression, 220 which occurs multiple times when optimizing the code.
221
λ b0 $dData0 mkT Int b0 ($p1Data b0 $dData0) $fTypeableInt inc are bound at the top-level and are automatically generated by the compiler when 228 those class instances are declared. The $p1Data b0 $dData0 expression uses 229 the automatically generated top-level function $p1Data to project $dData0 from 230 being a dictionary for Data to a dictionary for the superclass Typeable. We will 231 see more such expressions as we proceed.
232
Since the dynamic type checks in mkT cause this code to be slow, we could 233 try inlining mkT immediately. However, we would not have enough information
234
to eliminate these checks if we did so as b0 and $dData0 do not yet have values 235 and thus we do not know enough about the arguments to which mkT is applied.
236
Instead, in order to get the λ-expression containing mkT to a fully applied po-237 sition, we inline everywhere, the function to which it is an argument. This 238 results in the following. The call to mkT at the beginning of this code can now be inlined, and this exposes 240 a call to cast. At this point, the outer mkT has gone away completely. This is to be expected 249 as mkT applied inc to only Int values, but at the outer level it is being applied 250 to a [Int] value in which case mkT is an identity.
251
Similar to before with mkT, we choose not to inline everywhere as it is not 252 fully applied. Instead we inline gmapT and get the following code. Since the eliminated gmapT is a class method, this inlining is particular to the 254 type at which gmapT is applied. In this case it is over the list type, and gmapT
255
inlines to a case expression over lists. As this case expression corresponds to the 256 one in increment Hand , we can now recognize the structure of increment Hand 257 becoming manifest in the code.
258
The code now contains two calls to everywhere that are inside the (:) 259 branch of the case expression. One is on the head of the list and is at the type
260
Int. The other is on the tail of the list and is at the type [Int] . We can inline 261 the first of these which results in calls to mkT and gmapT just as before. This 262 time, however, they are over the Int type. Thus, not only does the cast in mkT 263 succeed and the mkT reduce to inc, but the call to gmapT reduces to the identity 264 function. After a bit of simplification, the code now looks like the following. 
281
We express these transformations in terms of System F C (Vytiniotis et al., 
291
At a high level, the complete optimization can be summarized as follows.
292
The details and rationale of the individual steps are explained in the remainder 293 of this section. 
Push (e 1 γ) e 2 (e 1 (e 2 sym (nth 1 γ))) (nth 2 γ)
TyPush (e γ) τ (e τ ) (γ@τ ) for forcing a step of evaluation are specified in Figure 6 . These rules use the 
Und τ Und (∀x : κ.τ ) an expression for which we might later need a binding. 
409
If e ever occurs again, MemoReplace fires and replaces it with x. We 410 detect reoccurrences only when an expression is manifestly equal to e as we use 411 a simple, syntactic comparison modulo alpha equivalence.
412
Note that we memoize inlinings only when they eliminate an expression with 413 an undesirable type. The reason for this is that we want to memoize only code cations from Figure 8 to the code as we are optimizing it. These simplifications
ForceBeta
(λx : τ. e 1 ) e 2˙ let x : τ = e 2 in e 1
ForcePush (e 1 γ) e 2˙ (e 1 (e 2 sym (nth 1 γ))) (nth 2 γ)
ForceVar x˙ e if e is the inlining of x 
ForceCast e γ˙ e γ if e˙ e DeadLet let x : τ = u in e e if x / ∈ f v (e) and x is not a memoization where γ 1 : τ 1 ∼ τ 2 , γ 2 : τ 2 ∼ τ 1 , and γ 3 : τ 2 ∼ τ 1 .
452
(case x of {C 1 → e 1 γ 2 ; C 2 → e 2 γ 3 }) γ 1
Simplifying this expression is accomplished by the CastSym rule. This rule uses
453 the e γ → e judgment in Figure 9 to check whether all paths down e contain a cast 454 symmetric to γ. That judgment returns the expression with those symmetric 455 casts removed as e , and thus CastSym reduces our example to to the following.
456 case x of {C 1 → e 1 ; C 2 → e 2 }
Let elimination 457
We also eliminate let bindings that are either trivial, dead, or bind a type as 458 they may interfere with our ability to apply the core optimization rules. These 459 are implemented by the remaining rules in Figure 8 . function. Equality over TypeRep objects is then implemented by comparing in Figure 10 where we use double brackets ( and ) for compile time evaluation.
480
These rules effectively implement constant folding for these operators. to SYB instead of algorithmic differences. This uses the gmapQ function, which has the following type. 
The everything function can then be implemented as the following, which is 715 semantically equivalent to the original everything.
With this implementation, the SYB version still ran 4.0 times slower than Hand,
718
but the SYB/Hermit version fully optimized to match the performance of Hand.
719
6. Limitations and future work 720
While the algorithm described in Section 4 is effective for most instances of 721 SYB traversals, it does have limitations and areas that future work can improve.
722
Many of these problems will be familiar to the partial-evaluation community. Since this function is polymorphic in a, there is no concrete dictionary available 751 for the class constraint Data a, and we cannot fully optimize this function.
752
There are, however, two important points to consider about this limitation.
753
First, as it is obviously impossible to specialize a generic traversal when we do not yet know the type at which to specialize, this limitation is inherent in the 755 optimization task and not merely a failure of the optimization algorithm. For 756 example, if a is instantiated with [Char], then f must be applied not only to the 757 elements of the list passed to map SYB but also to the sub-lists of those elements.
758
Until we know a, it is impossible to know how to traverse those elements.
759
Second and more importantly, this limitation is not a problem in practice.
760
It simply means that the optimization must be deferred to uses of the function 761 that specify types at which to specialize. For example, instead of optimizing 762 map SYB , we optimize uses of map SYB such as the following. Because this definition completely determines the type of a in map SYB and thus
766
calls map SYB with a concrete Data dictionary for a, the optimization will suc-767 cessfully complete on increment SYB/Int even though it would fail on map SYB .
768
Finally, note that specialized versions of map SYB that are successfully opti-769 mized by our optimization can be explicitly generated by specifying their types 770 as in the following. 
803
If we attempt to traverse over the type T Int, then the traversal will initially 804 be memoized at T Int. Since at this type the argument to the Double con-805 structor is of type T (Int, Int), the traversal will also have to be memoized 806 at type T (Int, Int). In turn, at that type, the argument to the Double con- 
815
In order to successfully handle this, we would need to account for the fact 816 that in many cases a non-generic traversal over a polymorphic type must be 817 structured differently from a generic traversal. In these cases it is impossible 818 to generate non-generic code that naively mirrors the structure of the generic 
854
Note how the f argument to the traversal is extended each time through the 855 traversal. As a result, the previously memoized instances of poly cannot be 856 used and the optimization algorithm will never be able to completely eliminate 857 all expressions with undesirable types.
858
Of course, this is a concern only because the type of f contains an undesirable In the default GHC optimization pipeline, the specializer runs before the inlining 950 process in the simplifier. Thus, in order to get this code, we have to modify
951
GHC to run the specializer after inlining. 
M a p L o g ic R m W e i g h t s S e l e c t I n t R e n u m b e r I n t T r e e R e n u m b e r I n t L o g ic algorithm can be simpler and more direct than traditional partial evaluation.
1124
Our optimization can also be seen as a limited form of supercompilation 1125 (Turchin, 1979 (Turchin, , 1986 . Like Bolingbroke and Peyton Jones (2010), we implement 
